
MAXIMIZE 
THE SPACE
All Travall products are an easy DIY installation 
requiring no vehicle modifications. At the end 
of the lease the vehicle is totally intact - 
no brackets, no drill holes, no damage.* 

View the full Travall 
product range at 
b2b.tavall.com
*Subject to following the correct 
installation procedure.

ALL OR 
NOTHING

The flagship Travall Guard keeps 
loads securely contained within the
trunk space. The addition of the
Travall Divider provides further load 
separation, allowing drivers to carry, 
organize and compartmentalize to 
their individual requirements.

 

Nothing comes close to Travall 

solutions:

The ‘Vehicle specific’ advantage
Travall accessories are NOT universal fit! Instead they are 
carefully developed and designed to fit each specific vehicle 
model and production year so that they perform perfectly, 
and without compromise. 

Over 1000 vehicles currently covered
With new models being developed and added to the inventory 
all the time. 

Factory Original Quality accessories
Which equates to superior design, materials, construction, 
and finish. 

Super easy and fast installation
All Travall products are designed to be easy to install and remove -  
no tools necessary. 

No vehicle modifications 
No drilling, no bolts, no brackets! Travall products can be 
removed with absolutely no sign they were ever installed - 
and most importantly, no damage to the vehicle. 

Premium quality 
accessories

No vehicle 
modifications 
required

Available for wide 
range of vehicles

Perfect fit

Premium accessories designed to protect your 
business, your vehicles, and their occupants: 

 • Reduce costs related to end of 
 contract damage charges. 
• Reduce exposure to potential litigation 
 resulting from incidents caused by 
 flying unsecured loads. 
• Maximize trunk space and 
 segregate loads.
• Better secure and protect loads. 
• Improve driver productivity and 
 morale by providing improved 
 vehicle functionality. 
• Protect your reputation.  



Travall’s range of quality upgrades work
either individually or as a complete program. 
They are all vehicle specific for a perfect 
fit. DIY installation - with no tools or vehicle 
modifications required. Travall upgrades 
represent an investment for fleet operations, 
adding value. 

Reducing non-insurable, administrative, vehicle downtime, 
and repair or maintenance costs.

Reducing HR related costs - Helping to reduce driver turnover
and absenteeism whilst improving recruitment and retention due 
to the employer better providing and caring for employees and
their welfare; and for providing enhanced tools to better allow 
them to do their jobs. 

Reduced insurance costs - Fleet customers should check with 
their insurers to see if they qualify for a premium reduction, due 
to reduced liability and risks associated with Travall-equipped vehicles.
 

         Limiting end-of-contract charges

All Travall products help protect the vehicle against costly 
end-of-contract charges. 

The Travall Guard segregates the trunk area, helping to 
prevent loads from entering (and potentially damaging) 
the main cabin of the vehicle. 

The Travall Protector and SillGuards both offer superb 
protection against foot traffic and cargo moving over 
trunk and door thresholds, preventing the kind of 
bodywork damage that commonly occurs in fleet vehicles.

Travall Mats and CargoMats protect against the 
soiling of vehicle footwells and the trunk’s interior.  

THE POTENTIAL


